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'This critieue or tne Phi Delta Kappa Study Co mitlee
01, Lvaluation's tt.pott opens with d short descript'tcn of the report;
its definition of evaluation aE "the process or delineating,
obtaining, aLL, iroviding useful inbotmation tor judciny decision
alt,rnatives," its detailed description or the dt,.cisionma'King
prostss toj,t1)er yltn descriptions or possinlc decision settings,
decision types, and problems related to decision-making. IlouL- types
of evaluation torerrea to in the /DK report are discussed: cortc:xt,
input, protons, and product. Support is given to the t:port's
empnasis on context evaluation and its division into cont2ngcncy znd
congruence thcdes. ILE distinction toade bet.Een context and product
evaluations is endorsed, but the iroposed development ct
specifications and procedures tot data collection is considered
inadequate. The suggestion to use individual students 11 evaluation
studies is regarded as relevant and valuacle but data collection
techniyues dIC reccJLmencled. A case is made for dteater involvement of
students in octEtaining individual educational objeclives,
particularly in their later educational year:;. (LP)
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As one of a panel of five reactors to this report, I feel a little bit like

one of the five blind men describing the elephant. Unlike the blind men, my col-

leagues and I all see this elephant, but our descriptions are likely to be ratter

dissimilar because of our special field:: of interest and our varied previous expeeiences.

Thus, the descriptions, although all based on the same 532-page elephult, can be

expected to Le quite different.

In my description the emphasis will be on techniques of measurement, data collection,

and the central role of the individual student in evaluation activities. Before

proceeding to specific points, swie general impressions seem in order. The report

is comprehensive, detailed, and analytical. It analyzes evaluation into stages occurring

in various settings, having various scopes, and providing information relevant to

various types of decisions.

The report :s based on a specific definition of evaluation which is: "Educational

evaluation is the process of delineating, obtaining, and providing useful information

C\)1
for judging decision alternatives."

This definition is followed by a discussion of four stages in the process of

decision- making including seventeen spetjfic elements. in addition to this study

( of the decision process, there is a detailed description of possible decision settings,

decision models, types of decisions, and some robloms related to decision-making.

Presented at the Symposium on "Critique of the Report of the Phi Delta Kappa Study
Committee rn Evaluation," AERA Meetings, New York City, February 1971.
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In this chapter and the chapters which follow or criteria, values, infot.:ation and

systems theory, and evaluation methodology, the emphasis seems to be on delineating

and discussing all possibilities rather than on the practical side of the conduct

of educational evaluation.

In Chapter Seven, the four types of evaluation are presented together with

a general model for conducting any one of these types of evaluation. The three steps

which are proposed for all types of evaluation are delineating, obtaining, and providil

The four types of evaluation are:

1. Context evaluation has as its purpose "to provide a rationale for determinati(

of objectives. Specifically, it defines the reldvant environment, describes

the desirea and acthal conditions pertaining to that environment, identifies

unmet needs and unused opportunities, and diagnoses the voblems that prevent

needs from being net and opportunities From being used. The diagnosis of

problems provides do essential basis for developing objectives whose achievem(

will result in program improvement.'

The authors state that context evaluation is the most basic kind of evaluation.

The authors divide context evaluation into two modes - contingency and congruence. In

the contingency mode evaluation s...rarches for opportunities to improve the system by

changing the objectives. The congruen,e mode evaluates the extent to which intended

objectives are achieved.

This reviewer strongly endorses the emphasiF on this type of evaluation and

the distinction between the two modes for studying the objectives of the system.

The discussion, however, seems to lack sufficient emphasis on needs and opportunities

with respect to individual students and, although there is an emphasis on broad

exploratory probing, it appears desirable that there be more specific provision

for unplanned outcomes and the achievement of unintended objectives as well as

those intended for the system.
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2. Input evaluation is intended to provide the basis for selecting a design to

achieve program objectives. This involves the study of relevant capabilities,

strategies for achieving objectives, and specific designs for implementing

a proposed strategy.

The authors point out that "techniques for input evaluation are lacking in

education." One available technique which appears applicable and is not discussed

is the method of explicit rationales.

3. Process evaluation is intended "to provide periodic feedback to persons

reponsible for implementing plans and procedures." To a substantial degree,

what these authors have included in process evaluation has come to be known

as formative evaluation following the terminology of Michael Scriven. The

objectives of process evaluation are: to monitor the implementation of the

design, to provide information needed for planned decisions during the imple-

mintation phase, and to maintain a record of the extent to which the project

is actually implemented as desiped. This type of evaluation 's clearly of

great importance.

4. Product evaluation measures and interprets the extent to which objectives

were achieved. The criteria which are measured to perform this evaluation

are classified as either instrurental or consequential following Scriven's

terminology. Instrumental criteria refer to what hava been frequently

called intermediate criteria. Consequential criteria are those usually

called ultimate criteria.

The authors point out that "in the assessment of objectives relating to adoption,

product evalrction and context evaluation ultimately merge in the measurement of the

impact of the total change effort on the overall system. Context evaluation then

takes on the systematic functions of monitoring the total system and the ad hoc product

evaluation is terminated."
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In a later section the authors state "product evaluation assesses attainments of

change projects within a system, and context evaluation assesses the impact of the

obtained change on the total system." This distinction between context and product

evaluation seems to be a useful one. In their general discussion of the features of

their evaluation model, the authors aoain emphasize the basic importance of context

evaluation and the need for a much more comprehensive data base to perform thiE

function. Unfortunately, they do not seem to go far enough in developing specifications

and procedures for collecting this very important data base. Educational systems have

continued to operate with very little attention at either the local or national level

to the study of the needs of individual students. The authors of this study have in-

serted two or three paragraphs suggesting the use of the individual student as the

unit of measure in evaluation studies. The remarks are relevant and valuable. It

would be desirable if their implications were carried through more fully in the sub-

sequent discussions of implementing evaluation programs.

The later chapters of the report on implementing and administering evaluation

programs need to be supplemented by handbook materials on whet data to collect to

study the needs and opportunities of the total educational system espec;,311y as it

relates to tde individual student. Some of the procedures used in recent years to

obtain such data include intensive case studies of students on a sampling basis;

follow-up studies of recent graduates to determine the utility of the knowledge and

abilities achieved in school; and intensive studies of adults in various roles and

activities to determine the specific educational objectives which would have been most

appropriate far them during their study programs in school.

There is probably no more important problem in education at the present time than

determining the educational objectives for each individual student. It is believed

that during the later educational years, much of the responsibility for these decisions

should be given to the student. To prepare him for taking such responsibility it is
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believed that one should start in the primary grades by giving students some respon-

sibility in planning and carrying out their educational programs. This will necessarily

h,..! limited in the early years, but the ability to take responsibility requires much

practice.

This will require that the student know the specific knowledges and abilities

required for many adult roles and activities. He must also know something about

the nature of learning and individual differences and be able to estimate the extent

of effort required for him to achieve a specified level of proficiency with respect

to various types of content or ability. To assist the student in formulating his

long-range educational and occupational goals the behavioral scientist needs detailed

and extensive studies of students both during and following their exposure to specific

educational experiences which can be made available to current students as a basis

for making their decisions. A minor point regarding the present repw.. is that in

the view of these authors such behavioral scientists are clearly functioning as

evaluators in providing the basis for individual decisions, however their functions

appear to be broadly those of the behavioral scientist and not specifically those

usually considered as appropoiete fer an evaluator.

To sum up this review of educational evaluation and decision-making as presented

by these authors, the first point to be noted is that the definition selected by

these authors includes only one type of evaluation in education and therefore should

not be thought of as the only function of evaluation mel.hods in the educational field.

There are many instances in which evaluative data are eery desirable even though

no decisions have been defined and no actions are anticipated. However, for purposes

of decision oriented educational evaluation, the report has much to commend it. The

efforts of the seven members of the Phi Delta Kappa Commission on Evaluation represent

an important step forward in increasing our understanding and ability to conduct

effective educational evaluation studies. As the authors point out, this is only

the beginning of an important effort to improve our educational programs.
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